
FILLIFT
THE FACE SCULPTING LINE THAT 
REPOSITIONS. FILLS. SMOOTHS.

FILLIFT: Cellular bio-revitalisation and dynamic lifting. The anti-ageing treatment 
inspired by aesthetic medicine to remodel the face oval and facial volume and to fight 

deep wrinkles and fine lines. Enhanced with Collalift®18, skin-sheathing protector of 
collagen.

The innovative global anti-ageing action of the FILLIFT line is based on the synergistic 
use of cutting-edge active ingredients that are inspired by the new combined 

techniques used in aesthetic medicine: 

Collalift®18: inspired by dynamic l i f t ing 
techniques, it combats sagging skin and other 
signs of gravity and promotes the repositioning 
of volumes.

Amplified BTX hexapeptide-1: inspired by 
injections of botulinum toxin, it smooths out 
expression lines and leaves the skin smoother.

Dermaplex peptides: inspired by medical-
cosmetic filler, it stimulates the production of 
new collagen and reduces the appearance and 
depth of wrinkles.

1. REPOSITIONS

FILLS

SMOOTHS

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

51+3 Hyalu Complex: 
with a mult i-active biorevital iz ing 
action. It reintegrates the optimum 
level of vital elements essential for 
cellular communication and fights skin 
imperfections at the highest levels. 
Fo r  i n t ense l y  regene ra ted  and 
rebalanced skin.

Strictly proven effectiveness. 
Visible results in just 28 days. 

Visible redefinition of facial contours                     63%*

Increase in skin density (collagen and elastin)       63%**

Wrinkle reduction                                                 74%***

Eye wrinkle reduction                             95%****

Increase in tone                                   95%*****
Clinical-instrumental studies carried out on 20 subjects. 
Statistically significant results.
*Evaluation carried out following clinical analysis of digital images of the lower part of the face. Percentage of subjects who reported visibly improved definition of the lower face. 
** Evaluation carried out with skin ultrasound. Percentage of subjects who reported a statistically significant increase in skin density. 
***Evaluation carried out with Three-dimensional Optical Profilometry. Percentage of subjects who reported a statistically significant decrease in average profile roughness. 
****Evaluation carried out by a dermatologist. Percentage of subjects who reported a statistically significant decrease in fine lines in the eye area.
*****Evaluation carried out using a cutometer. Percentage of subjects who reported a statistically significant decrease in baseline skin extensibility values.



PF05251   24-HOUR REMODELLING LIFTING CREAM - 50 ml jar
CHARACTERISTICS: Smoothing treatment with “supporting” effect. Infused with Collalift®18 and Amplified BTX 
hexapeptide-1, it activates a dynamic cosmetic lift with a 4D reshaping effect: 
1. redefines facial contours; 2. restores the volumes of cheeks and other empty facial areas; 3. reduces the appearance 
of fine lines and deep wrinkles; 4. smooths out expression lines. 
With its enveloping and velvety texture, day by day, it delivers a youthful, lifted and harmonious look. 
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: 51 + 3 HYALU COMPLEX™, Collalift®18, Amplified BTX hexapeptide-1, Dermaplex peptides, 
GABA (Gamma-Amino Butyric Acid), shea butter, avocado oil, vegetable squalane.  

HOMECARE PRODUCTS

PF05261   SMOOTHING EYE AND LIP CONTOUR CREAM - 15 ml jar
CHARACTERISTICS: complete multi-active eye and lip contour filling treatment. The combined action of Collalift®18 
and Dermaplex peptides strengthens the collagen in all the layers of the skin and provides new mechanical support 
to dermal tissues, reducing the appearance of droopy eyelids, crow’s feet, expression lines and vertical lip lines. Its 
targeted anti-dark circle and anti-puffiness active ingredients soothe your skin and diminish the look of dark areas, 
granting fresher and brighter-looking eyes. Day after day, the lip contour appears more defined and smooth. Fragrance-
free. 
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: 51 + 3 HYALU COMPLEX™, Collalift®18, Amplified BTX hexapeptide-1, Dermaplex peptides, 
GABA (Gamma-Amino Butyric Acid), pilosella and daisy extract (targeting blue-toned dark circles and melanin buildup), 
batyl alcohol (soothing).  

PF05241   HYALU&COLLAGEN FILLER LIFTING AND FILLING CONCENTRATE 
box with 3 ampoules x 3.5 ml  
CHARACTERISTICS: Ultra-lifting cosmetic treatment inspired by the combined techniques of filler-botolinum 
injections. A concentrate of pure anti-ageing active ingredients with complementary action: 
1. PLUMP & FILL, thanks to 5 different types of hyaluronic acid with plumping properties. It also acts on deeper wrinkles 
such as the nasolabial wrinkles; 
2. REPOSITIONING, thanks to the synergy of Collalift®18 and Dermaplex peptides, which stimulate the production of 
structural collagen in the different layers of the skin and harmonise the facial volume and contours; 
3. BTX-LIKE, thanks to Amplified BTX hexapeptide-1, extremely effective against expression wrinkles. Its thick and 
plumping texture instantly creates a thin modelling film, which shapes the facial contours by acting like a containing 
sheath. Firmer and smoother skin. Well-balanced facial contours. Well-defined volume. Visibly smoother expression 
lines. The firmness booster with plumping effect, ideal as an intensive treatment for face, neck, décolleté and hands.
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: 5D hyaluronic acid (with five molecular weights: cross-linked, high and low molecular weight, 
mini hyaluronic acid and glycans), PolyGlutamic acid, Collalift®18, Amplified BTX hexapeptide-1, Dermaplex peptides, 
GABA (Gamma-Amino Butyric Acid).  

PF05221    SUPERMASK PLUMPING LIFTING MASK - single use mask
Shock treatment with Collalift®18
CHARACTERISTICS: this thick and compact firming mask, featuring the Cream Coating innovative technology, 
comes on a flexible support film that wraps perfectly around the skin and boosts the penetration of its plumping 
active ingredients, enhancing their effects. The Collalift®18 stimulates the production of the structural components 
of the skin matrix and strengthens the anchoring structures between skin layers, shaping and giving new definition 
to facial contours. Its ultra-rich formula is enhanced by btx-like active ingredients with a smoothing effect on mimic 
and expression wrinkles. Your skin will look firmer, thicker and more toned within minutes, delivering lightness to your 
features as well as smoother and less visible wrinkles, even the deepest ones.
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: Collalift®18, Amplified BTX hexapeptide-1, shea butter, avocado oil.

PA0452    KO-KOBIDO MASSAGE
Japanese Massage Tool
CHARACTERISTICS: a multipurpose beauty device designed to improve microcirculation, tone, stimulate, lift and 
shape skin tissues. It mimics the massage techniques performed by beauty professionals, 
making it easy to do it at home. Suitable for all skin types, perfect to prevent or reduce the appearance of signs of 
ageing and to reshape facial contours.

 




